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OG All-Stars

Experience the true essence of
cheerleading excellence at our gym.
Elevate your skills, unleash your creativity,
and embark on a transformative athletic
experience.

Who Are We?
Step into the vibrant world of spirit and
athleticism as you join OG All-Stars, where
passion meets precision and unity fuels our
infectious energy. We are more than a
team; we are a family of spirited individuals
committed to pushing boundaries and
achieving excellence. Beyond the glittering
uniforms, we celebrate the bonds forged in
teamwork, creating friendships that extend
far beyond the mat. At OG All-Stars, we
pride ourselves on providing a positive,
inclusive, and affordable cheer experience.
Join us in the exhilarating journey of leaps,
tumbles, and triumphant routines as we
continue to redefine the essence of the OGA
family! 

Jennifer Brusco - CEO/ Coach
coachbrusco@gmail.com

Katelyn Pepitone - COO/ Coach
ogcoachpeppa@gmail.com

Nicole Soto - CFO/Coach 
ogallstarcheeradim@gmail.com

Come cheer with us!
We would love to connect with you and
discuss how we can bring your cheer
dreams to life!  Reach out to our team
today to find out more information about
our program.

Competitive

Cheerleading



Birthday Parties

Training opportunities

Elevate your cheerleading skills with
tailored training opportunities at OGA
where our seasoned coaches guide
participants of all levels through
dynamic sessions focused on
strength, tumbling, and flexibilities. Our  
facilities provide a safe and
encouraging environment for honing
skills, ensuring each participant builds
a strong foundation and develops
self-confidence. Join us to unleash
your potential and become a standout
performer, mastering the art of
cheerleading in an exhilarating and
supportive atmosphere!Competitive Teams

Private Lessons

Summer/Spring
Camps

We offer private lessons for any athlete.
You do not need to be a member to
attend lessons with our Coaches.


